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AbstractÐThe problem on strain-induced chemical reaction (SICR) and structural changes (SCs) in a thin
layer inside the shear band is formulated and solved for large strains. It is analytically demonstrated that
intense plastic deformation can accelerate chemical reactions. The phenomenon of reaction-induced plas-
ticity (RIP), similar to transformation-induced plasticity at phase transitions is derived and modelled. A
criterion for athermal SICR is derived and distinctive points of the approach proposed at zero shear stres-
ses and classical chemical thermodynamics are analysed. Two mechanisms are proposed for the experimen-
tally observed positive e�ect of shear stresses on SC from the low temperature phase to the high
temperature phase. The ®rst one is related to the necessity of ful®lment of the yield condition for the trans-
forming material. The second mechanism is connected with the additional heating due to RIP. A kinetic
criterion of chemical reaction is formulated. As an example, the SICR in Ti±Si and Nb±Si mixtures is con-
sidered. It is shown that the main reason for acceleration of reaction kinetics due to shear stress or strain
is related to the increase of e�ective temperature due to RIP. The increase of driving force due to shear
stresses does not a�ect the kinetics. # 1998 Acta Metallurgica Inc. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has recently been shown experimentally that

shear localization in plastic deformation of a reac-

tive mixture can initiate exothermic chemical

reactions [1±3]. In Part I [4] the principal character-

istics of these reactions inside shear bands are pre-

sented for Nb±Si and Ti±Si mixtures; a

thermodynamic and kinetic theory of strain-induced

structural changes (SCs) is developed. In Part II

this theory is applied to the study of SC and strain-

induced chemical reactions (SICRs) in a shear

band. Our aim is not a detailed description of ex-

periments, but the search for the main factors

which are potentially responsible for the accelera-

tion of chemical reactions. That is why the simplest

model is considered and a lot of details are neg-

lected (e.g. temperature dependence of all materials

properties).

Pure volumetric transformation strain is con-

sidered in this paper. In Section 2 the problem for-

mulation for SC in a shear band is presented. The

problem is reduced to SC in a thin layer in a rigid-

plastic half-space at plane strain. A complete system

of equations is presented and the kinematics of the

problem is analysed. In Section 3 the thermodyn-

amics of SC in a shear band is studied. An analyti-

cal solution of the problem is found. It includes the

SC criterion, the temperature evolution equation,

the equation for the thickness of the transforming

region, variation of the components of total, trans-
formation and plastic deformation gradients.
Due to special geometry some speci®c

peculiarities of the SICR progress take place. For
example, after the appearance of the nucleus the
layer thickness increases by a factor of 2 at ®xed

stresses and temperature due to spontaneous inter-
face propagation. The reaction-induced plasticity
(RIP) phenomenon, similar to transformation-
induced plasticity for PT, is revealed and analysed.

The distinct aspects of the results obtained at zero
shear stress are numerated in comparison with
those which follow from classical chemical thermo-

dynamics. The e�ect of shear stress (or plastic
strain) on the driving force is studied. The kinetic
description of SICR is given in Section 4. The e�ect

of shear stress on the kinetics of reactions in Nb±Si
and Ti±Si systems is analysed and is related to the
increase of e�ective temperature due to RIP.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Consider an in®nite rigid-plastic half-space with
prescribed normal sn and shear t stresses on the
whole surface (Fig. 1) under plane strain condition.

We assume the existence of a region with localized
plastic shear deformation, i.e. shear band, along the
whole surface. Material outside of the shear band is
rigid. It is assumed that a coherent SC occurs in the
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layer inside the shear band. For coherent SCs the

displacements are continuous across the interface.
In perfect plasticity, preliminary homogeneous plas-
tic shear does not a�ect the stress±strain state

during the SC and we can consider the state at the
beginning of SC as a reference con®guration.
Plastic shear before SC determines the initial tem-

perature. Consequently, we arrive at the problem
formulation similar to that considered in Refs [5, 6],
namely coherent SC parallel to the external surface
in®nite layer inside of the rigid half-space (Fig. 2).

The presence of a shear band results in the con-
dition, that shear stress is equal to yield stress in
shear for the ®rst phase, t = 0.5sy1. If the yield

stress of the transforming region sy(x) is smaller
than that of the ®rst phase, then during the SC
t = 0.5sy(x). We will consider a more general for-

mulation with arbitrary prescribed t which does not
violate the yield condition.
The solution of the problem does not depend on

the x coordinate. In Fig. 2, a transformed particle
is shown after transformation strain. In order to
satisfy displacement continuity across the interface
AB and independence of the solution of x, ad-

ditional plastic strain is needed [Fig. 2(b)]. We
assume that total, transformation and plastic defor-
mation gradients are homogeneous in a layer and

that the stress ®eld is homogeneous and time inde-

pendent. A complete system of equations is given in

the Box. Due to the homogeneity of all ®elds the

equilibrium equation and compatibility condition

are satis®ed automatically. The Tresca yield con-

dition (3) is assumed [7], where st is the tangential

stress, sy the yield limit at simple compression (ten-

sion), and S the stress deviator.

For the complete solution of a problem it is

necessary to know how the yield stress in the trans-

forming particle varies during the SC, i.e. a function

sy(x) with sy(0) = sy1 and sy(1) = sy2. For simpli-

city we assume constant yield stress, i.e. at the

beginning of the SC the yield stress makes an in-

stantaneous jump to some e�ective value, which we

will designate as sy2. Various alternative assump-

tions are possible, e.g. sy(x) = (1ÿ x) sy1+xsy2,
but for variable sy(x) it is di�cult to ®nd an ana-

lytical solution.

The SC criterion for the given problem can be

presented in the form of equation (8). We use the

expression mn=r1V1=r1h1S1, where r1 is the mass

density of phase 1, i.e. in the reference con®guration

(before SC), V1 and h1 are the volume and the

thickness of the transforming layer in the reference

con®guration.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of structural changes in a shear band: 1, half space; 2, shear band with
displacement; 3, layer with structural changes.
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Let us consider the kinematics of the problem. As

displacements across the interface are continuous

and material outside of the layer is rigid, then nor-

mal Ftt and shear Fnt components of the defor-

mation gradient are one and zero, respectively, and

the deformation gradient in the layer has the fol-

lowing form:

F � i� gtn� dnn � 1 g
0 1� d

� �
�13�

where d and g are the normal and shear strains, i

the two-dimensional unit tensor, and n and t the

unit vectors in the directions x and y, respectively

[see Fig. 2(a)]. The tensor F describes simple shear

along the interface and tension (compression) along

the normal n; the interface is nondeformable. It is

clear that the tensor F has the same structure as the

transformation deformation gradient Ft in the crys-

tallographic theory of PT, because both describe
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transformation with an invariant (nondeformable

and nonrotating) plane [8]. Direct calculations of

the rate of deformation gradient, inverse defor-

mation gradient, velocity gradient and deformation

rate result in

_F � _gtn� _dnn; Fÿ1 � iÿ g
1� d

tnÿ d
1� d

nn �14�

l :� _F � Fÿ1 � � _gtn� _dnn� iÿ g
1� d

tnÿ d
1� d

nn

� �
� � _gtn� _dnn� 1

1� d
�15�

i.e.

l � _F
1

1� d
; d :� � _F � Fÿ1�s � � _g�tn�s � _dnn� 1

1� d

� � _F�s
1

1� d
: �16�

Expression (14)2 can be proven by checking that

F � Fÿ1=i.

Further, we will consider chemical reactions only.

We assume that the transformation deformation

gradient describes pure volumetric compression (or

dilatation)

Ft � ai � a 0
0 a

� �
; a :� 1� E �17�

where E is the normal transformation strain. The ex-

pressions for the inverse transformation defor-

mation gradient, rate of transformation

deformation gradient and deformation rate are

Fÿ1t �
1

a
i; _Ft � _ai; _Ft � Fÿ1t � dt � _a

a
i: �18�

At small strains and rotations

F � i� EEE; EEE � dnn� g�tn�s; d � _EEE � _dnn� _g�tn�s
�19�

Ft � i� EEEt; EEEt � Ei; dt � _EEEt � _Ei: �20�

3. THERMODYNAMICS OF STRUCTURAL
CHANGES IN A SHEAR BAND

3.1. Transformation work

Let us calculate the work integral in SC criterion
(8). As

T � snnn� sttt� 2t�tn�s � st t
t sn

� �
�21�

then using equation (8) we calculate

T : dt � T : _Ft � Fÿ1t � �sn � st� _a

a
: �22�

For the factor 1/r we derive

1

r
� 1

r1

r1
r
� 1

r1

dV

dV1
� 1

r1
detF � 1

r1
detFt detFr � a2

r1
:

�23�
Here dV is the in®nitesimal volume in the actual
con®guration (i.e. during the SICR) and plastic
incompressibility det Fp=1 as well as mass conser-

vation dm = r1 dV1=r dV are taken into account.
As det F = 1 + d [see equation (13)], then from
equation (23) it follows

d � a2 ÿ 1 � dV

dV1
ÿ 1; a �

�����������
1� d
p

�24�

i.e. the normal component of the deformation gra-
dient is completely determined by the normal com-
ponent of Ft and d is the relative volume change.
Then for the velocity gradient we obtain

Fig. 2. Scheme of coherent SC in a thin layer.
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_F � Fÿ1 �
_F

a2
� � _gtn� _dnn� 1

a2
; _d � 2a _a: �25�

It follows from equations (22) and (23)

1

r
T : _Ft � Fÿ1t �

1

r1
�sn � st�a _a: �26�

Integrating equation (26) over the transformation
process with account for T = const., we obtain for

the speci®c transformation work

At :�
Z F2

i

1

r
T : dFt � Fÿ1t �

1

2r1
�sn � st��a22 ÿ 1�

� 1

r1
pd2; p :� 0:5�sn � st�: �27�

Consequently, the transformation work per unit
volume of phase 1 r1At is the product of hydro-

static pressure (mean stress) p and relative volume
change d2. For small strain formulation At=(1/
2r1)(sn+st)E2. From the yield condition (3) it fol-
lows

st � sn ÿ E
j E j

��������������������
s2
y2 ÿ 4t2

q
: �28�

We have used the yield stress of the new phase 2
and taken into account that at E>0 plastic tension
in direction n is possible at sn>st only; at E< 0

plastic compression in direction n is possible at
sn<st only. Using equation (28) we obtain the ®nal
expression for transformation work

At :� 1

2r1
2sn ÿ E

j E j
������������������
s2
y ÿ 4t2

q� �
d2: �29�

3.2. Reaction-induced plasticity

To determine all kinematic characteristics (plastic
and total deformation gradient, deformation rate)
and total stress power it is necessary to integrate

the associated ¯ow rule (6). The plastic deformation
gradient can be calculated as

Fp � Fÿ1t � F �
1

a
�i� gtn� dnn�: �30�

It is convenient to derive the expression for the
plastic deformation rate as the di�erence between
the total and transformation deformation rates [see

equation (2)]

dp � � _F � Fÿ1�s ÿ � _Ft � Fÿ1t �s � ÿ
_a

a
i� 2

_a

a
nn� _g

a2
�tn�s:
�31�

Using the expression i= nn + tt for the unit tensor
we obtain

dp � _a

a
�nnÿ tt� � _g

a2
�tn�s � dpn�nnÿ tt� � ĝp�tn�s

�32�
with

dpn � _a

a
and ĝp �

_g
a2

�33�

for the normal and shear components of plastic de-

formation rate. For small strains and rotations

Fp � i� EEEp; d � E;
1

a
� 1

1� E
� 1ÿ E

1ÿ E2
' 1ÿ E

�34�

EEEp � Fp ÿ i � ÿEi� Enn� g�tn�s � E�nnÿ tt� � gp�tn�s
�35�

gp :� g; dp � _EEEp � _E�nnÿ tt� � _gp�tn�s:
Combining equations (6) and (33)1 we obtain

ĝp � 4ht � 4
_a

a

t
�sn ÿ st� : �37�

Using equations (28) and (33)2 we obtain the ®nal

expression for the shear deformation rate in terms

of known parameters

_g � 4a _a
t������������������

s2
2 ÿ 4t2

q E
j E j : �38�

Integrating equation (38) we obtain

g �2�a2 ÿ 1� t��������������������
s2
y2 ÿ 4t2

q E
j E j � 2 j a2 ÿ 1 j t��������������������

s2
y2 ÿ 4t2

q
� j a2 ÿ 1 j b�������������

1ÿ b2
p ; b :� 2t

sy2
: �39�

We took into account in equation (39) that the

terms (a2ÿ1) and E have the same sign. It is evident

from equation (30) that plastic shear gp=g/a.
Relationship (39) is shown in Fig. 3. It is easy to

see from equation (39) that plastic shear strain (as

well as total shear strain) is proportional to the

transformation volume change and is independent

of normal stresses. Plastic ¯ow occurs at arbitrary

(even at in®nitesimal) shear stresses, external stress

t and sn must not satisfy the yield condition.

Plastic straining takes place due to variation of

volumetric transformation strain. Such a phenom-

enon for martensitic and di�usive PT is called

transformation-induced plasticity or TRIP [9±11].

This problem models the mechanism of TRIP simi-

lar to the Greenwood±Johnson e�ect [12] when at

relatively small external stresses (much less than the

yield stresses) it is possible to obtain very large

values of macroscopic plastic strain due to marten-

sitic or di�usive PT. The distinctive point of our

consideration is related to the fact, that in the

Greenwood±Johnson mechanism plastic ¯ow occurs

outside the transforming region, but in our problem

the transforming particles deform plastically. This

e�ect is independent of the concrete nature of SC,

it is caused by volumetric transformation strain

only and takes place for chemical reactions as well.

In analogy with TRIP we will call this phenomenon
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reaction-induced plasticity (RIP) for chemical reac-
tions.
At small t equation (39) results in a linear re-

lation between shear stress and total shear strain
(Fig. 3). When shear stress tends to the yield stress
in shear 0.5sy2, then the total (and plastic) shear

strain tends to in®nity. Equation (39) shows quali-
tatively good agreement with known experimental
relationships between the external stresses and plas-

tic strain [9±11] and can be used as a starting point
for the formulation of the equation for the descrip-
tion of RIP or TRIP in the three-dimensional case.

3.3. Temperature evolution

The total speci®c stress power can be calculated

as

1

r
T : d � a2

r1
T : d � a2

r1
T : � _F � Fÿ1� � 1

r1
T : _F

� 1

r1
T : �2a _ann� _gtn�

� 2

r1
sna _a� 4

r1
a _a

t2������������������
s2
y ÿ 4t2

q E
j E j

�
_d
r1

sn � 2t2������������������
s2
y ÿ 4t2

q E
j E j

0B@
1CA: �40�

Equations (25) and (38) are taken into account.

Substitution of equation (40) into equation (10)

leads to

��x; y� _y �
_d
r1

sn � 2t2������������������
s2
y ÿ 4t2

q E
j E j

0B@
1CA

ÿ DU0 �
Z y

y0
D��y� dy

� �
_x: �41�

The parameter x up to now has not been ®xed. It

was explicitly in equations (33) and (34) of Part I,

and the results are sensitive to the de®nition of x.
Since there is no theoretical or experimental ration-

ale for the choice of x, it will be de®ned based on

convenience of solution of the temperature evol-

ution equation. If we choose

x :� d
d2

�42�

then equation (41) will be linear in x (in case, e.g.

x= (aÿ 1)/(a2ÿ1) equation (41) is nonlinear in x
and the solution is unnecessarily complicated).

Designating

A :� d2
r1

sn � 2t2������������������
s2
y ÿ 4t2

q E
j E j

0B@
1CAÿ DU0 �43�

Fig. 3. Relation between shear strain g and shear stress t for a= 1.1.
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we obtain in a compact form

��x; y� _y � A�
Z y

y0
D��y� dy

� �
_x: �44�

Assuming temperature independent speci®c heats,
we obtain a linear di�erential equation

��1 � D�x� _y � �Aÿ D��yÿ y0�� _x �45�
with the following solution:

y � y0 � A
x

�1 � D�x
� �1�y1 ÿ y0�

�1 � D�x
: �46�

3.4. Criterion for structural change

3.4.1. General expression. Utilization of
equation (46) in SC criterion (8) leads to results
which are rather complicated for analysis. That is

why we assume Dn = 0 and obtain, for temperature
and SC condition

y � y1 � A

�
x; y2 :� y�1� � y1 � A

�
�47�

 
1

2r1
�sn � st�d2 � Ds0 y1 � A

2�

� �
ÿ kÿ DU0

!

� r1h1 � 2E �48�
or

1

2r1
�sn � st�d2 � 0:5Ds0�y1 � y2� ÿ kÿ DU0

� �
� r1h1 � 2E �49�
where y2 is the temperature after ®nishing the SC.

An isothermal approximation can be obtained if the
speci®c heat n approaches in®nity in equation (48).
Allowance for the temperature variation at Dn = 0

results in substitution of y1 by 0.5(y1+y2). Substi-
tuting equation (28) and the explicit expression for
A (43) in equation (48) we derive the ®nal ex-

pression for SC condition

1

2r1
2sn ÿ E

j E j
������������������
s2
y ÿ 4t2

q� �
d2 � Ds0y1

� Ds0d2
2�r1

sn � 2t2������������������
s2
y ÿ 4t2

q E
j E j

0B@
1CA

ÿ Ds0DU0

2�
� k� DU0 � 2E

r1h1
: �50�

We can express shear stress through shear strain (or
plastic strain) using equation (39); after substituting

it in equation (50) we obtain the SC criterion in
terms of shear strain. That is why it is irrelevant to
ask if shear stress or strain a�ect the SC. In the iso-
thermal approximation tending n to in®nity we get

1

2r1
2sn ÿ E

j E j
������������������
s2
y ÿ 4t2

q� �
d2 � Ds0y1

� k� DU0 � 2E

r1h1
: �51�

At t= 0 equation (50) results in

snd2
r1
ÿ DU0

� �
1� Ds0

2�

� �
ÿ sy j d2 j

2r1
ÿ DU0

� �
ÿ sy j d2 j

2r1
� Ds0y1 � k� 2E

r1h1
: �52�

At t= 0 and isothermal approximation we obtain

snd2
r1
ÿ DU0 ÿ sy j d2 j

2r1
� Ds0y1 � k� 2E

r1h1
: �53�

3.4.2. Analysis of results at t = 0. Classical

chemical thermodynamics of solid state chemical

reactions neglects dissipation due to SC and plas-

ticity (like for liquids), as well as temperature vari-

ation in the course of SC. The equilibrium

temperature for our problem is determined by

snd2
r1
ÿ Dc�yeq� � 2E

r1h1
�54�

or, for temperature-independent and equal speci®c

heats

snd2
r1
ÿ DU0 � Ds0yeq � 2E

r1h1
: �55�

The deviation of the actual temperature of SC from

the equilibrium one is usually explained by slow

kinetics, i.e. a detectable quantity of the new phase

during the time of experiment can be obtained at

relatively large value of driving force, but the reac-

tion in principle occurs at arbitrary small driving

force. There are three distinctive points of the

approach proposed and classical chemical thermo-

dynamics.

1. Allowance for threshold type dissipation due to

the SC k causes the thermodynamical (not kin-

etic!) shift of the actual temperature of SC away

from the equilibrium temperature obtained in

equation (54). This fact is recognized in the the-

ory of martensitic PT, but was not taken into

account for solid state chemical reactions. Using

equations (53) and (55), the temperature di�er-

ence can be estimated as

y1 ÿ yeq � k

Ds0
: �56�

If we assume validity of equation (17) of Part I

k= rÿ1LsyE0 for chemical reactions as well and

use data for the Ti±Si mixture, then for
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r �3:85� 103 kg=m3; L � 5; sy � 103 MPa;

E0 �d2 � 0:1 �k � 1:3� 105 J=kg� and

Ds0 �25 J=kgK �57�
we obtain y1ÿyeq=5195 K, i.e. temperature devi-

ation can be very signi®cant. Such deviation is

much higher than for martensitic transformation

in steel (220 K) due to the four times higher

volumetric strain d2 and one order smaller

entropy di�erence vDs0v. In reality for the Ti±Si

mixture such a big di�erence is not important,

because at E = sn=0 the equilibrium tempera-

ture yeq=DU0/Ds0=ÿ 70 370 K, but for other

reactions it can play a crucial role. Note that

negative equilibrium temperature means that the

second phase is always (at arbitrary temperature)

more stable, but due to some dissipative terms

and activation barriers material can be in the

®rst (metastable) phase.

2. Plastic ¯ow to accommodate the volumetric

transformation strain and necessity of the ful®l-

ment of plasticity condition (28) causes nonhy-

drostatic stress state and di�erence between the

normal and tangential stresses. This is taken into

account by the term syvd2v/2r1 in equation (53)

which also increases deviation from the equili-

brium temperature. Using the same material par-

ameters we obtain y1ÿyeq=519.5 K. The

contribution of this term can be very important,

especially at relatively small Ds0 and L.

3. Account for local temperature variation in the

transforming region during the SC leads to an

increase of the driving force at Ds0A>0 (e.g. for

exothermic chemical reaction at Ds0>0) and to

decrease of the driving force in the opposite case

(e.g. for endothermic chemical reactions at

Ds0>0 and martensitic PT), see equations (43)

and (48). It leads to the conclusion that the SC

criterion (49) determines not the ®xed tempera-

ture of SC, but 0.5(y1+y2). If, e.g. the tempera-

ture variation y2ÿy1=400 K, then y1 is smaller

than 0.5(y1+y2) by 200 K, i.e. the reaction start

temperature is 200 K lower than calculated using

the isothermal approximation. If y2 is less than

the melting temperature of phases 1 and 2, then

reaction will occur in the solid state. In the

opposite case to estimate the possibility of melt-

ing we should compare y(x) and ym(x), where

ym(x) is the melting temperature of the inter-

mediate phase at internal time x.

3.4.3. E�ect of shear stress. Let us analyse the

e�ect of shear strains or stresses on SC. We can dis-

tinguish two macroscopic thermomechanical mech-

anisms.

1. Shear stress t contributes to the yield condition

of the transforming phase (28) and SC criterion

(50) in a way equivalent to the decrease of the

yield limit of the transforming phase, which pro-

motes the SC. At possible maximum shear stress
t = 0.5sy the term related to necessity of ful®l-

ment of the yield condition disappears from the

SC criterion, like in the usual equation of chemi-
cal thermodynamics.

2. Shear stress produces reaction-induced plastic

shear strain and heating due to mechanical

work. This makes the condition of the SC from
the high temperature phase to low temperature

phase (at Ds0<0) worse and promotes the SC

from the low temperature phase to high tempera-
ture phase (at Ds0>0). The distinguishing feature

of reaction-induced plastic shear is that it can be

very large for shear stresses close to the yield
stress in shear 0.5sy and tends to in®nity, when

shear stress tends to the yield stress in shear [see

equation (39)]. The correspondingly very large
contribution to the driving force for the SC from

the low temperature phase to high temperature

phase is possible. There are two limitations for
such a large temperature and driving force rise.

(a) We should take into account inequality (7)

which means that the applied stresses cannot

violate the yield condition for the ®rst phase
outside the transforming region. The tem-

perature and strain rate dependence of the

yield stress and di�erence in the temperature
and strain rate inside and outside the trans-

forming region have to be taken into

account. As it follows from Fig. 3, if
tmax=0.5sy1<0.5 � 0.9 sy2, then transform-

ation-induced shear does not exceed 1.0 and

is not very important in comparison with the
values of total shear (10±60) in the exper-

iments described in Section 2 of Part I. If the

new phase is weaker than the parent one,
then limitation (7) does not play any role.

Consequently, in contrast to the problem of

compression and shearing of substances
using Bridgman anvils, plastic shear in shear

bands promotes the appearance of weak
phases by solid state chemical reaction.

(b) If melting occurs, then sy=0 and heating

due to RIP ceases to play any role. At the

same time SICR with melting can lead to
strong product phases (as for Ti±Si and Nb±

Si systems), because high strength is exhib-

ited at the end of reaction and solidi®cation
of product.

3.4.4. Plastic shear necessary for the reaction

start. The temperature variation during the plastic
¯ow before SC in the adiabatic approximation can

be determined by integration of the evolution

equation

� _y � 1

r1
t _g �58�

from initial (e.g. room temperature) y0 to reaction
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start temperature y1. It is done in Refs [3, 13] for

Ti±Si and Nb±Si mixtures with account for tem-

perature and strain rate dependence of yield stress.

At constant shear stress t the temperature increase

is proportional to plastic shear g1 necessary for the

beginning of reaction

y1 ÿ y0 � t
r1�

g1: �59�

For the SC from the low temperature phase to the

high temperature phase, we substitute equation (59)

in SC criterion (48) and obtain the value of plastic

shear, necessary for the beginning of SC. For SC

from the high temperature phase to the low tem-

perature phase, SC occurs at the very beginning of

plastic straining, i.e. at g0=0, because any tempera-

ture increase reduces the driving force.
3.4.5. Thickness of the layer. Let us determine the

thickness of the layer, based on the extremum prin-

ciple (9). We should take into account that usually

k depends on the volume fraction of the new phase.

For example, for shape memory alloys concrete re-

lationships are given in Refs [14, 15]. Such a depen-

dence should be also introduced from a formal

point of view, because at constant k the SC will

occur in an in®nitely thick layer (see below). For an

in®nite long layer, the dependence on volume frac-

tion is reduced to dependence on h1/L.

Maximizing the expression in equation (9) with

respect to h1 we obtainZ Ft2

I

1

r
T : �dFt � Fÿ1t � � Ds0

Z 1

0

y dxÿ �k� DU0�

ÿ @k

@h1
h1 � 0 �60�

or taking into account equation (8)

2E � @k

@h1
r1h

2
1: �61�

For linear k = A+ B(h1/L) (B>0) we get

h1 � 2EL

r1B

� �1=2

: �62�

The thickness of layer h2 after the SC can be deter-

mined from the mass conservation, i.e.

h2 � h1
r1
r2
� h1

V2

V1
� h1a

2
2: �63�

It follows from equation (62), that at B = 0,

h141, at E = 0, h1=0. The parameter h1 deter-

mined by equation (62) di�ers from the critical

radius for PT liquid±vapour. For liquid and vapour

the nucleus with the radius exceeding the critical

one is unstable and should grow monotonously at

®xed temperature and pressure. In the problem

under consideration the nucleus with the thickness,

determined by equation (62), is stable, to increase

the thickness it is necessary to increase the driving
force X due to growing k.

3.4.6. Interface propagation. The interface propa-
gation can be modelled as a subsequent nucleation
in the layer contacting the existing layer of the sec-

ond phase. For rigid-plastic material at adiabatic
approximation stress and temperature variation in
each subsequent layer is the same as in the ®rst

one. Consequently, the interface propagation cri-
terion has the same form, as the nucleation criterion
[equation (8)]. As the area of the interface does not

change during the interface motion, then the incre-
ment of surface energy is zero and in equation (8)
we should use E = 0. As the increment of surface
energy disappears immediately after the appearance

of the nucleus with the thickness determined by
equation (62), then at ®xed stresses and temperature
the layer thickness h1 will increase to the value of h

at which the threshold k will be equal to the driving
force X at nucleation. This condition results in

X � k�h1� � 2E

r1h1
� k�h�: �64�

For the linear function k(h1) we obtain with the
help of equations (64) and (62)

h � h1 � 2EL

r1Bh1
� 2h1; �65�

i.e. due to spontaneous interface propagation the
thickness of the layer becomes two times higher.

If k is independent of h1, then the interface will
propagate at constant applied stresses and tempera-
ture. When k is an increasing function of h1, then

stresses and temperature should be changed in
order to satisfy the SC criterion (50) at new h1.
Di�erentiating equation (50) at E = 0 with respect

to time, we obtain the evolution equation for h1.
The temperature for interface propagation has to be
determined without the adiabatic assumption, i.e.

by solution of the boundary-value problem.

3.5. Description of chemical reactions kinetics

We will consider the initiation of chemical reac-

tion only. As an example we use threshold-type kin-
etic equation (11) with an expression for Xÿ k
from equation (8). To take into account melting

during the SC we multiply the terms containing
yield stress in the expression Xÿ k by xm1 and take
into account the latent heat of fusion in the tem-

perature evolution equation, where xm1 is the in-
ternal time, during which yield stress is nonzero.
Then substituting in equation (8) the expression for

transformation work equation (29) and using
k= rÿ1Lsys0 we obtain

Xÿ k � 1

r1
snd2 ÿ xm1d2

2r1

E
j E j

������������������
s2
y ÿ 4t2

q
� 2Lsy

� �
ÿ DU0 ÿ 2E

r1h1
� Ds0yef �66�
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_w � _w0 exp ÿ
Ea � DU0 � 2E=r1h1

Ryef

� �
exp

snd2
r1Ryef

exp
Ds0
R

�exp ÿ xm1d2
2r1Ryef

�
������������������
s2
y ÿ 4t2

q
� 2Lsy�

� �
: �67�

We assume that sn is small and will neglect it. At

t = 0 equation (67) reduces to the following

equation:

_w � _w0 exp ÿ
Ea � DU0 � 2E=r1h1

Ry0ef

 !

� expDs0
R

exp ÿ x0m1d2
2r1Ry

0
ef

�1� 2L�sy

 !
, �68�

where superscript 0 means that the parameters are

determined at t = 0.

Ful®lment of the thermodynamic criterion of SC

Xÿ kÿE/(r1h1) = 0 does not assure the initiation

of SICR. As the kinetic criterion of initiation of

SICR we can accept that the time of chemical reac-

tion determined by equation (67) is less than the

time of deformation in the shear band at y>y1.
We will estimate the e�ect of shear stresses and

associated shear strains on the rate of chemical

reactions for two SICRs in the systems

5Ti� 3Si4Ti5Si3; Nb� 2Si4NbSi2: �69�
These systems were experimentally investigated, see

Part I. The e�ect of shear stress is twofold.

. Shear stress increases the driving force due to

necessity of ful®lment of the plasticity condition.

Comparison of equation (67) at maximum poss-

ible shear stress and equation (68) shows that the

e�ect increases the rate wÇ by a factor

_wt�0:5sy

_wt�0
� exp

x0m1d2
2r1Ry

0
ef

sy

 !
: �70�

Substituting the numbers, accepted for the Ti±Si

mixture in equation (57) and y0ef=2000,

x0m1=0.175 [such x0m1 corresponds to

y01=1476 K, see equation (73)], we obtain

xÇ t = 0.5sy
/xÇt = 0=1.045. Consequently, despite the

signi®cant in¯uence of the above e�ect on equili-

brium temperature, its in¯uence on kinetics is

negligible. This is due to the high e�ective tem-

perature yef in the denominator and relatively

small internal time interval x0m1=0.175 when a

mixture is in a solid state.

The increase in driving force caused by temperature

rise due to RIP [the term r1Ds0yef in the criterion of

SC equation (8)] does not play a role for kinetics as

well, because the e�ective temperature yef disap-

pears due to the term Ryef in the denominator [see

equation (11)].

. Heating due to RIP increases the e�ective tem-

perature yef in the denominator of kinetic

equation (11) and accelerates the reaction. This
e�ect will be studied below.

We assume that the melting temperature ym1 for
Ti±Si and Nb±Si mixtures is a mass averaged tem-
perature of Ti and Si, and Nb and Si, respectively.

Let us consider each mixture separately.

3.6. Ti±Si mixture

The temperature variation in the transforming
region can be described by the following equations
(Fig. 4):

y �y1 � Ap ÿ DU0

�
x; x < xm1�y < ym1�;

y �ym1; xm1 � x � xm1 � Dx1;

y �ym1 ÿ DU0

�
�xÿ xm1�; xm1 � Dx1 < x < xm2;

y �ym2; xm2 � x � xm2 � Dx2;

y �ym2 ÿ DU0

�
�xÿ xm2�; xm2 � Dx2 < x;

Dx1 :�ÿ L1

DU0
and Dx2 :� ÿ L2

DU0
, �71�

where ym1 and ym2 are the melting temperature of
mixture and product, xm1 and xm2 the values of par-

ameter x at melting temperatures ym1 and ym2; Dx1
and Dx2 the variation of parameter x during the
absorption of latent heat of fusion L1 and L2 at
melting of the mixture and product phase, respect-

ively;

Ap � tgp �
2t2d2

r1
������������������
s2
y ÿ 4t2

q �72�

is the plastic work during the SC. The temperature
at t = 0 can be calculated by making Ap=0 in
equation (71) (Fig. 4). All parameters at t = 0 will

be marked with superscript zero. Using
equation (71) and Fig. 4 we obtain

xm1 �
��ym1 ÿ y1�
Ap ÿ DU0

; x0m1 � ÿ
��ym1 ÿ y01�

DU0
�73�

Dx1 � Dx01; Dx2 � Dx02 �74�

xm2 �xm1 � Dx1 ÿ
��ym2 ÿ ym1�

DU0
;

x0m2 �x0m1 � Dx1 ÿ
��ym2 ÿ ym1�

DU0
�75�

y�1� �ym2 ÿ DU0

�
�1ÿ Dx2 ÿ xm2�

� ÿ DU0

Ap ÿ DU0
y1 � ym1

Ap

Ap ÿ DU0

ÿ DU0 � L1 � L2

�
�76�
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y0�1� � y01 ÿ
DU0 � L1 � L2

�
, �77�

where y(1) and y0(1) are the temperatures at the

end of reaction (at x = 1). For the e�ective tem-

perature we obtain

yef �0:5�y1 � ym1�xm1 � 0:5�ym1 � ym2��
�xm2 ÿ xm1 ÿ Dx1� � 0:5�ym2 � y�1���
�1ÿ xm2 ÿ Dx2� � ym1Dx1 � ym2Dx2: �78�

The di�erence yefÿy0ef can be estimated by the

equation

Fig. 4. (a) Temperature variation in the transforming region for a Ti±Si mixture in the case without
shear stresses (thick lines) and for strain-induced chemical reaction (thin lines). (b) The same as in (a),

but the curve for strain-induced chemical reaction is shifted by x0m1ÿxm1 along the axis x.
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yef ÿ y0ef �0:5��y1 � ym1�xm1 ÿ �y01 � ym1�x0m1�

� �y�1� � y0�1���x0m1 ÿ xm1� �79�
which can be easily derived with the help of

Fig. 4(b). The contribution to e�ective temperature

at yEym1 under applied shear stresses is smaller

than without stresses, because due to more intense

heating the melting temperature ym1 can be reached

quicker (xm1<x0m1). The positive contribution to the

e�ective temperature during the heating between

temperatures y0(1) and y(1) exceeds the negative

contribution at yEym1 and makes the di�erence

yefÿy0ef positive.
Theoretically, plastic shear and plastic work can

be in®nite at t = 0.5sy [see equation (39)].

In the limit Ap41 we obtain for the possible

maximum di�erence

�yef ÿ y0ef�max � �ym1 ÿ y01� 1� L1 � L2

DU0

� �
: �80�

Results are independent of y1. After algebraic trans-

formation of equation (79) we obtain

yef ÿ y0ef � ÿ
�

2�Ap ÿ DU0� ��ay
2
1 � by1 � c� �81�

with

�a :� Ap

Ap ÿ DU0
; b � qÿ 2ym1�a;

q :�2DU0 � L1 � L2

�
;

c :�y2m1�aÿ qym1
Ap

DU0
� q

Ap ÿ DU0

DU0
y01: �82�

For interpretation of the role of plastic heating on

kinetics of reaction let us ®nd how the initiation

temperature can be decreased y01ÿy1 at the same

e�ective temperature, i.e. at the same duration of

reaction in the given transforming volume. After

determination of y1 from equation (81) at the con-

dition yefÿy0ef=0 we obtain

y01 ÿ y1 � y01 �
b�

������������������
b2 ÿ 4�ac
p

2�a
: �83�

Results for three di�erent ratios Ap/DU0=ÿ 0.1, ÿ1
and ÿ3 are presented in Fig. 5. The following data

are used:

ym1 �1876 K; ym2 � 2403 K

DU0 �ÿ 570 kJ=mol; � � 250 J=�K �mol�
L1 �68:8 kJ=mol; L2 � 178:88 kJ=mol: �84�

If reaction without shear stresses starts at the melt-

ing temperature ym1, then plastic heating plays no

Fig. 5. Decrease in reaction start temperature due to reaction-induced plasticity vs reaction start tem-
perature without shear stress for the Ti±Si system for di�erent ratios between plastic work and the heat

of reaction: 1, Ap/DU0=ÿ 0.1; 2, Ap/DU0=ÿ 1; 3, Ap/DU0=ÿ 3.
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role, because both x0m1=xm1=0. With increasing

plastic work and decreasing start temperature y01 in
the absence of shear stress, the e�ect of plastic heat-

ing increases. In particular, at Ap/DU0=ÿ 1 and
y01=1000 K the decrease of start temperature of

reaction due to shear stresses is 500 K, i.e. the e�ect
is very high.

It follows from equations (81)±(83) that results

are independent of melting temperature of the pro-
duct ym2, i.e. at L2=0 we can apply the same

equations for the case without melting of product.
The di�erence yefÿy0ef depends on speci®c heat,

heat of reaction and latent heats of fusion L1 and

L2 (at ®xed Ap/DU0) through the parameter q only.
It follows from Fig. 6, that the larger q for the

di�erent mixtures (larger heats of fusion L1 and L2,
smaller heat of reaction vDU0v and speci®c heat n),
the less e�ective shear stresses are in reducing the
reaction start temperature. It is clear that q must be

negative, otherwise Dx1+Dx2e1 and there is no
possibility to heat the product to a temperature

higher than its melting temperature. The opposite
situation corresponds to the Nb±Si mixture and will

be treated below. Estimation of some terms in
equation (68) at y0ef=2000 gives

exp
Ds0
R
� 2:65; exp ÿ x0m1d2

2r1Ry
0
ef

�1� 2L�sy

 !
� 0:614:

�85�

3.7. Nb±Si mixture

As for the Nb±Si mixture the heat of reaction is

less than the latent heat of fusion for NbSi2, then

the region xm2+Dx2<x in equation (71) does not

exist (Fig. 7) and the following equations are valid:

y �y1 � Ap ÿ DU0

�
x; x < xm1�y < ym1�;

y �ym1; xm1 � x � xm1 � Dx1;

y �ym1 ÿ DU0

�
�xÿ xm1�; xm1 � Dx1 < x < xm2;

y �ym2; xm2 � x � 1; �86�

with the same equations (73)±(75) for Dx1=Dx01,
x0m1, xm2 and x0m2. For the e�ective temperature we

obtain

yef �0:5�y1 � ym1�xm1 � 0:5�ym1 � ym2�
�xm2 ÿ xm1 ÿ Dx1� � ym1Dx1
� ym2�1ÿ xm2�: �87�

The di�erence yefÿy0ef can be estimated by the

equation (see Fig. 7)

yef ÿ y0ef �0:5�y1 � ym1�xm1 ÿ 0:5�y01 � ym1�x0m1

� ym2�x0m1 ÿ xm1� �88�

or after algebriac transformations

Fig. 6. Relation between decrease in reaction start temperature due to reaction-induced plasticity and
parameter q at y01=1500 K for di�erent ratios between plastic work and the heat of reaction: 1,

Ap/DU0=ÿ 0.1; 2, Ap/DU0=ÿ 1; 3, Ap/DU0=ÿ 3.
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yef ÿ y0ef �ÿ
�

2�Ap ÿ DU0� �y
2
1 ÿ 2ym2y1 � c�;

c ���y01�2 ÿ 2ym2y
0
1�
Ap ÿ DU0

DU0

ÿ �y2m1 ÿ 2ym2ym1� Ap

DU0
: �89�

In the limit Ap41 we obtain the possible maxi-

mum di�erence

�yef ÿ y0ef�max � ÿ
�

DU0
�ym2 ÿ 0:5�y01 � ym1���ym1 ÿ y01�:

�90�
Results are again independent of y1. After determi-

nation of y1 from equation (89) at the condition

yefÿy0ef=0 we obtain the expression for decrease of

reaction start temperature due to shear stresses

y01 ÿ y1 � y01 ÿ ym2 �
����������������
y2m2 ÿ c

q
: �91�

Results for three di�erent ratios Ap/DU0=ÿ 0.1, ÿ1
and ÿ3 are presented in Fig. 8. The following data

are used: ym1=1962 K; ym2=2240 K. Again, if

reaction without shear stresses starts at melting

temperature ym1, then plastic heating does not a�ect

the reaction, because both x0m1=xm1=0. In contrast

to the case for the Ti±Si mixture, the decrease in

reaction start temperature due to plastic heating is

independent of speci®c heat, latent heats of fusion

and heat of reaction (at ®xed Ap/DU0), but depends

on the melting temperature of the product. Despite

this di�erence results for both mixtures are very

close. This fact leads to the conclusion that Ap/DU0

is the most important parameter for the decrease in

reaction start temperature due to shear stresses.

Fig. 7. (a) Temperature variation in the transforming region for a Nb±Si mixture in the case without
shear stresses (thick lines) and for strain-induced chemical reaction (thin lines). (b) The same as in (a),

but the curve for strain-induced chemical reaction is shifted by x0m1ÿxm1 along the axis x.
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Processes inside the shear band include multiple
fracture of Ti particles, resulting in the creation of
hot fresh surfaces. This can essentially accelerate

chemical interaction. Flow instability has also been
observed [1], which increases the mixing of the com-
ponents as well. Both these facts can be taken into

account in a more detailed model, which will be
developed in the future.

4. CONCLUSIONS

1. The problem of strain-induced chemical reaction

(SICR) in a thin layer inside the shear band is
formulated and solved analytically for large
strains and adiabatic approximation.

Plastic straining takes place due to variation of
volumetric transformation strain and displacements
continuity across an interface. It is obtained, that
plastic shear strain during the chemical reaction is

proportional to transformation volumetric strain
and is independent of normal stresses. Plastic ¯ow
occurs at arbitrary shear stresses, external stresses t
and sn must not satisfy the yield condition. This
phenomenon we called reaction-induced plasticity
(RIP), similar to TRIP at martensitic or di�usive

PT. At small t a linear relation between shear stress
and plastic shear strain is valid. When shear stress
tends to the yield stress in shear, then plastic shear

tends to in®nity.
2. The initial thickness of the transformed layer is

determined based on the extremum principle (9).
Due to independence of the surface energy of the

system of the thickness of the layer, the increment

of surface energy disappears immediately after the

appearance of the nucleus. Then at ®xed stresses

and temperature the layer thickness h1 increases by

a factor of 2 due to spontaneous interface propa-

gation. Further growth of the nucleus is stable, if k

is an increasing function of h1, i.e. to increase the

thickness the stresses and (or) temperature should

be changed.

3. A criterion for athermal SC is derived. There

are three distinct aspects of the approach proposed

for zero shear stresses and classical chemical ther-

modynamics.

. Allowance for threshold type dissipation due to

the SC k causes the thermodynamic (not kinetic!)

shift of the actual temperature of SC relative to

the chemical equilibrium temperature. Deviation

from equilibrium temperature due to k can be

very high, e.g. in our example it exceeds 5000 K.

. Plastic ¯ow for accommodation of the volumetric

transformation strain and necessity of the ful®l-

ment of plasticity condition result in nonhydro-

static stress state. This is taken into account by

the term syvd2v/2r1 in equation (53) which also

increases the deviation from the equilibrium tem-

perature (in our example it exceeds 500 K).

. Allowance for local temperature variation in the

transforming region during the SC leads to an

increase of the driving force at Ds0A>0 (e.g. for

exothermic chemical reaction at Ds0>0) and to

the decrease of the driving force in the opposite

case (e.g. for endothermic chemical reactions at

Ds0>0), see equation (48). In this case SC cri-

Fig. 8. Decrease in reaction start temperature due to reaction-induced plasticity vs reaction start tem-
perature without shear stress for the Nb±Si system for di�erent ratios between plastic work and the

heat of reaction: 1, Ap/DU0=ÿ 0.1; 2, Ap/DU0=ÿ 1; 3, Ap/DU0=ÿ 3.
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terion (49) determines not the ®xed temperature

of SC, but 0.5(y1+y2).

4. Two macroscopic mechanisms of the experimen-

tally observed positive e�ect of shear stresses on SC

from the low temperature phase to the high tem-

perature phase are found.

. Shear stress t contributes to the yield condition

of the transforming phase (28) and SC criterion

(50) in a way equivalent to the decrease of the

yield limit of the transforming phase, which pro-

motes the SC. At possible maximum shear stress

t = 0.5sy the term related to necessity of ful®l-

ment of the yield condition disappears from the

SC criterion, like in the usual equation of chemi-

cal thermodynamics.

. Shear stress produces RIP and heating due to

mechanical work. This fact supresses the SC from

the high temperature phase to the low tempera-

ture phase (for Ds0<0) and promotes the SC

from the low temperature phase to the high tem-

perature phase (for Ds0>0). In the second case a

very large contribution to the driving force can

be obtained, because shear strain is very large for

shear stresses close to the yield stress in shear

(0.5sy) and tends to in®nity, when shear stress

tends to 0.5sy. There are two limitations for such

a large temperature and a driving force rise.

(a) Necessity of ful®lment of the yield condition

for the ®rst phase outside the transforming

region. If the new phase is weaker than the

parent one, then limitation (7) does not play

any role. Consequently, in contrast to the

problem of compression and shearing of sub-

stances in Bridgman anvils, plastic shear in

shear bands promotes the appearance of

weak phases by solid state chemical reaction.

(b) If the transforming material is melted, then

heating due to RIP ceases to play any role.

At the same time, SICR with melting can

lead to strong product phases (as for Ti±Si

and Nb±Si systems), because of the high

strength exhibited at the end of reaction and

solidi®cation of product.

5. According to equation (39), shear stresses and

shear strains (and shear plastic strains) are related

uniquely and are in monotone relation to each

other, i.e. they produce an equivalent contribution

to the driving force of SC. That is why two equival-

ent forms of the SC criterion are possible, namely

in terms of shear stress or plastic shear strain.

6. SC from the high temperature phase to the low

temperature phase occurs at the very beginning of

plastic straining, because heating due to plastic dis-

sipation makes the SC condition worse. For SC

from the low temperature phase to the high tem-

perature phase the temperature rise promotes SC.

That is why SC begins at some critical plastic shear,

necessary for reaching the temperature satisfying
the SC condition.

7. The initiation of chemical reaction is studied.
An expression for time of chemical reaction in a
thin layer is derived. Ful®lment of the thermodyn-

amics criterion of SC does not assure the initiation
of SICR. As the kinetic criterion of initiation of
SICR, we accept that the time of chemical reaction

determined by equation (67) is less than the time of
deformation in the shear band at y>y1. As an
example SICR (69) in Ti±Si and Nb±Si mixtures

are considered. It is shown that the main reason for
acceleration of reaction kinetics due to shear stress
or strain is related to the increase of e�ective tem-
perature due to RIP. The increase of driving force

X due to shear stresses does not a�ect the kinetics
because of the high e�ective temperature in the de-
nominator of equation (11).

8. For interpretation of the role of plastic heating
on kinetics of reaction it is found how the reaction
start temperature can be decreased y01ÿy1 at the

same e�ective temperature, i.e. at the same duration
of reaction in the given transforming volume.
Despite the di�erence between the two systems, the

decrease in reaction start temperature due to RIP at
®xed Ap/DU0 and variable reaction start tempera-
ture y01 without shear stresses are very close. This
means that Ap/DU0 is the most important parameter

for the decrease in reaction start temperature due to
RIP. With increasing plastic work and decreasing
start temperature without shear stress y01, the e�ect

of plastic heating increases.
9. The analytical treatment enables the estimation

of the e�ect of various parameters on y01ÿy1 for

other systems. For a system with the completely
melted product it is obtained that:

. results are independent of melting temperature of

product ym2, i.e. at L2=0 we can apply the same
equations for the case without melting of pro-
duct;

. the larger (at ®xed Ap/DU0) the heats of fusion

L1 and L2, the smaller the heat of reaction vDU0v
and speci®c heat n for the di�erent mixtures, the
less e�ective shear stresses are in reducing the

reaction start temperature.

For systems with partially melted product, the
results are independent of speci®c heat, latent heats

of fusion and heat of reaction (at ®xed Ap/DU0),
but depend on the melting temperature of product.
It is necessary to mention that, due to the very

simple stress±strain state found, a number of gener-
alizations can be easily obtained. For example, elas-
tic strain and more complicated SC kinetics can be

taken into account. An averaged description of SC
in terms of the volume fraction of the second phase
is possible as well.
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